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After Thanksgiving, collection bins for the Giving Tree and Canned Food Drive will be placed in the lunchroom!
Please place your contributions in their designated bins by 10am on Friday, December 9th.
This year we will have a cookie party and take a group picture for all employees who participate in the Giving
Tree!

Giving Tree

Canned Foods







Gifts need to be unwrapped
$10-$20 value
Appropriate for ages –6-17.



Must be canned, non-perishable
foods.
Cannot be past the expiration date.

Additionally, Hydraflow will once again be purchasing $10 charity gift cards for employees! These cards can
be redeemed to support up to 3 different charities of your choice. The cards will be handled out to all employees around the Thanksgiving holiday!
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Planning to gobble til you wobble on Thanksgiving?
You earned it!

Want to work off the big meal afterwards?
Earn points while doing it!!
Employees who earn 30+ points over the course of Thanksgiving week (Monday
11/21 - Sunday 11/27) by doing at home work outs (10 points a day), completing assessments (100-400 points), getting vaccinated (300 points), and getting
daily steps (10 points per 10,000 steps daily) in will be awarded additional bonus
Go365 points!

Points
Earned

Award
Points

30-59

105

60-89

140

90-119

175

120-149

210

150-199
200+

245
315

*Tip for getting those daily 10 points in: Workouts can be anything from walks with the family, bike rides, swimming, going for a jog, or lifting weights… whatever gets you active! Log into Go365, select “Activities” and “Home
Workout” to submit your selfie photo proof for each day!

Quarterly Luncheon!
Friday, November 4th

Menu Featuring:
Chipotle Chicken, Beef Enchiladas,
Cilantro Lime Shrimp for Tostadas, Mexican Corn Salad,
Latin Caesar Salad, Black Beans, Rice, Desserts & Drinks!

Kenneth Abbott (Cr imping | Pr essur e Test/Oxygen Cleaning Oper ator )
Omar Godinez (Scale/Hand Counter )
Bradley Haskell (Solder Inspector /Oper ator )
Gabriela Huitzil (Scale/Hand Counter )
Linda Luong (Mfg Quality Delegate Re-evaluation)
John Mahoney (Calibr ation | Swaging Flanges)
Aldo Martinez (Electr ical Test | Mfg Quality Delegate Re-evaluation)
Andres Palacios (Heat Aging)
Pragna Patel (Mfg Quality Delegate Re-evaluation | Solder Inspector/Operator)
Maria Quezada (Clamshell)
Glafira Rios (Mfg Quality Delegate Re-evaluation)
Cecilio Rodriguez (Inspection Re-evaluation)
Joseph Sanchez (Resistance Welding)
Samuel Sanchez (Solder Inspector )
Michael Streavel (Pr essur e Test/Oxygen Cleaning Oper ator )
Maria E. Tafolla (Solder Inspector /Oper ator )
Tiffany Tran (Mfg Quality Delegate Re-evaluation)
Steven Wimpey (Cr imping)
George Zamorategui (Calibr ation)
Juan Zamorategui (Calibr ation)

Benjamin Pluma
Eric Glidden
Arturo Becerra
Daisy Lazaro
Huy Nguyen
Denisse Flores-Almaraz
Henry Nguyen
Cruz Guerrero
Joseph Sanchez
Robert Walls
Steven Wimpey
Maria Rodriguez
Jorge Ayala
Jesus Ponce Palafox
Man Vo
Vanessa Deleon
Tyler Brozzoski
Matthew Sears
Sean Filipi
Annie Bui
Peggy Roque
Marco Rodriguez
Gabriel Claproth
Ricardo Torres
Ofelia Valdez
Maria Quezada
Christopher Schofield
Thomas Gomez
James Morales
Joseph Oh

Hoai Tran
Eric Wilson
Mitch Aylouche
Olaf Garcia
Miguel Diaz
Joan Kwak
Matthew Marion
Trung Lien
Andre Dolmat
David Carpenter
Norma Wimpey
Nicholas Giroux
Long Vo
Marty Camp
Michael Mano

Antonio Roman
Michelle Clewley
Edgardo Pina
Horacio Orozco
John Mahoney
Javier Marquez
Eduardo Perales
Hung Hoang
Martin Cardona
Cynthia Gutierrez
George Chavez
Miguel Hernandez

Also in November?

Also in December?

Thanksgiving Holiday!

Christmas Holidays!

Thursday 11/24 and Friday 11/25

Friday 12/23 and Monday 12/26

MEET OUR NEW HIRES
Joan Kwak—Customer Service
Leonardo Mondragon—Hose Manufacturing
Ricardo Baez—Receiving Inspection
Jesus Ponce Palafox—Receiving Inspection
David Carpenter—Manufacturing Engineer
Maria Gomez—Clamshells
Janice Rodriguez—Marking/Bagging
Sergio Roman—Machine Shop
Daniel Lazaro—Dry Lube

Vera Velasco—Dry Lube
Javier Caballero—Machine Shop
Edgardo Pina—Final Inspection
Karen Oliver—Marking/Bagging
Olaf Garcia—Shipping/Receiving
Jesus Naranjo—Dry Lube
Jennifer Jauregui—Clamshells

Fire Safety Talk
By: Insurance Company of the West
Find the Fire Hazards
Workplace fires account for many injuries and deaths, with approximately three percent of workplace fatalities being related
to fire and explosions. Not only do workplace fires cause injuries and deaths, they also cause millions of dollars’ worth of
property damage every year, leading to job losses. In fact, a great many of the workplaces destroyed by fire are never rebuilt.
What’s the Danger?
Fire hazards can difficult to spot. They may be hidden from view, or they may involve chemical processes you are not aware
of. A fire needs fuel, oxygen and ignition to burn. But you might be surprised at some of the types of fuel, sources of oxygen
and causes of ignition that can start fires.
How to Protect Yourself
Fire prevention on-the-job is everyone’s responsibility. We all need to be alert to anything that could cause a fire, and take
responsibility to report any problem areas so they can be corrected.
Here are some diverse examples of hidden and unexpected fire hazards:


Trash that misses the garbage container can linger long enough to meet a source of ignition in an out-of-the-way corner.



Oily rags left on work benches or in corners are serious fire hazards.



Fine dusts and powders can burn and cause explosions when they are confined to a poorly ventilated area and exposed
to ignition.



Materials or furniture placed near an unused heating device can catch fire when the heater is later turned on in cold
weather.



Flammable liquid vapors can catch fire far from the container they leaked from. The fire flashes back along the trail of
vapor to the original container, which can then explode.



A fire ordinarily uses the oxygen in the air. But a category of chemicals called oxidizers also supply oxygen to a fire and
cause it to burn violently.



Overloaded electrical circuits and electrical equipment in poor repair are
responsible for countless fires. Do not attempt to draw power in excess of
the rated capacity for the electrical system.



Poorly adjusted machinery also causes fires. The machine overheats when
it is running poorly because it is dirty, jammed or incorrectly aligned.

Final Word
Help prevent fires in your workplace. Watch for hidden fire hazards, and follow the instructions for handling and storage of chemicals.
Fire Facts:








A candle flame typically burns at around 1000 Degrees Celsius .
No one knows who invented the fire hydrant, because its patent was destroyed in a fire.
Cotton will catch on fire if super glue is applied to it.
Earth is the only known planet where fire can burn
You can start a fire using ice.

A typical house fire will double in size every minute.

Jessica Martinez won this
Quarter’s $100 Safety
Lotto!

